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 by JFXie   

Frenchy 

"Typical French"

Prepare for a typical French-cafe experience at this little eatery located in

the heart of the city. The aptly named Frenchy delights with a fine

selection of typical French fare and friendly service. Menu selections are

restrained, yet offer a fair amount of diversity, with the Frenchys Brunch

being a very popular affair. Besides this, you'll find everything from crepe

to croque monsieur and even a charcuterie selection. Baked delights like

croissants and macarons are not to be missed. There's a choice of coffee,

lemonade and wines to accompany your food.

 +45 3145 6446  www.frenchy.dk/  info@frenchy.dk  Hyskenstræde 16,

Copenhagen

 by jeffreyw   

PatéPaté 

"Eclectic food"

The restaurant's name is more a reference to the old liver pate factory it

occupies, than the food served here. Located in Kødbyen, the city's old

meatpacking district, Pate Pate is a stylish restaurant and wine bar.

French and Spanish specialties share the stage with Moroccan delights on

the diverse menu. Their selection of wines, with 150 bottles, is exhaustive

and offers something for every taste. Settle down at the bar to enjoy a

glass or two with delicious Spanish tapas for company. There's a separate

room to accommodate groups and organizing private events is possible.

The large outdoor section offers an airier setting and great people-

watching opportunities. Check website for more.

 +45 3969 5557  patepate.dk/  info@patepate.dk  Slagterboderne 1,

Copenhagen

 by Nisa Yeh   

Barcelona 

"Tapas and Cocktails"

Barcelona is everything. It is here you come for cocktails with a good

friend, and here you come for a romantic dinner with your loved one. On

weekends, the ground floor turns into nightclub - Club Bar'cuda - and you

can dance all night listening to soul and funk rhythms. Barcelona is

situated on Nrrebro, a part of Copenhagen populated with a lot of

students and with a unique cosmopolitan atmosphere. In the daytime, the

café offers brunch until 4p and all day long you can enjoy their delicious

sandwiches, soups and specialties. They change their menu quite often.

The restaurant upstairs serves an appetizing three-course dinner.

 +45 3535 7611  restaurantbarcelona.dk/  Fælledvej 21, Copenhagen
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